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Abstract The Potsdam Answer Set Solving Collection,

or Potassco for short, bundles various tools implement-

ing and/or applying Answer Set Programming. The

article at hand succeeds an earlier description of the

Potassco project published in [6]. Hence, we concentrate

in what follows on the major features of the most recent,

fifth generation of the ASP system clingo and highlight

some recent resulting application systems.

1 Answer Set Programming Systems

Answer Set Programming (ASP) offers a declarative and

effective technology for solving knowledge-intense com-

binatorial (optimization) problems. As such, it is often

designated as a model, ground, and solve paradigm that

features a high-level first-order specification language,

which is turned by a grounder into a propositional for-

mat that is finally used by a solver to compute (optimal)

solutions of the original problem. This traditional work-

flow is also followed by the ASP system clingo, which

relies on the grounder gringo and the solver clasp. Their

basic functioning is described in [7,11]. clingo’s input

language slightly extends the ASP language standard [3]

and has been put on firm semantic foundations in its full

extent [5]. In practice, often a more flexible approach is

needed to capture evolving or heterogeneous problem

specifications. The fifth generation of clingo addresses

both via means for controlling solving processes and for
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extending them with constraints foreign to ASP. Both

corresponding techniques, multi-shot and theory solving,

are sketched next, and detailed in [10].

Multi-shot solving allows for solving continuously

changing logic programs in an operative way. This can

be controlled via APIs implementing reactive procedures

that loop on grounding and solving while reacting, for

instance, to outside changes or previous solving results.

Such reactions may entail the addition or retraction of

rules that clingo’s operative approach can accommodate

while leaving unaffected program parts intact within

the solver. This avoids re-grounding and benefits from

heuristic scores and constraints learned over time. clingo

supports this by two language constructs. Programs can

be partitioned into (parametrized) subprograms with

directive #program and externally determined atoms can

be declared with #external. While the former enables

grounding and solving procedures to concentrate on

subprograms, for instance, when iteratively unfolding a

transition function, the latter allows us to control the

truth value of atoms, for instance, when incorporating

exogenous information. Paired with APIs for grounding,

solving, assigning truth values, etc. this provides us with

fine-grained control over the ASP solving process and

offers a high degree of customization. Use cases of multi-

shot solving include incremental and reactive reasoning
in general, and more specifically, complex optimization,

planning and monitoring, multi-agent systems, sensor

data handling, etc.

Theory solving allows us to extend the range of ASP

beyond its native constraints. Such extensions concern
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the entire workflow and affect not only the actual solver

but as well the modeling language and its grounder.

clingo provides generic means for adding theory solving

capacities. On the one hand, it offers theory grammars

for expressing theory languages whose expressions are

seamlessly integrated in the grounding process. On the

other hand, a simple API consisting of four methods

offers an easy integration of theory propagators into

the solver, either in C, C++, Lua, or Python. Mean-

while this framework has been instantiated in various

ways. Of interest are for example extensions with linear
constraints over integers and reals [9]:

– clingo[DL] extends clingo with difference constraints

(of form x− y ≤ k) over reals and integers.

– clingo[LP] extends clingo with linear constraints over

reals and integers via an interface to linear program-
ming solvers such as cplex or lpsolve.

– clingcon extends clingo with linear constraints over

integers and global constraints like distinct.

For example, in clingo[DL], the rule

&diff{ end(T)-ini(T) } <= D :- duration(T,D).

can be used to express that a task T respects its dura-

tion D. The atom in the rule head represents an (afore-

mentioned) difference constraint, in which ini(T) and

end(T) are real variables indicating a task’s start and

end times; D is a real number. Theory atoms begin with

‘&’ and are defined by the respective theory grammar.

The ASP solver treats them as common atoms; their

subatomic structure is interpreted by theory propagator,
e.g., handling difference constraints in case of clingo[DL].

2 ASP-based Application Systems

The Potassco suite is in use in various application ar-

eas in academia as well as industry worldwide. One

of the highlights was presumably the use of clasp in

the US-wide auction to re-purpose radio spectrum from

broadcast television to wireless internet [12]. Here is a

selection of applications hosted at potassco.org:

– aspcud [8], a solver for Linux package configuration.

– asprin [2], a general framework for (combined) qual-

itative and quantitative optimization in ASP.

– chasp [13], a composer for musical harmonies.

– plasp [4], a PDDL-based planning system.

– teaspoon [1], a course timetabling system.

All software, further information, and resources are

available at potassco.org.
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